Silsden Town Council

TOWN CLERK
Mrs Lesley Corcoran
1 Oak Tree Court, Silsden, Keighley, BD20 9QS
Telephone: (01535) 218014.
Email: silsdentownclerk@blueyonder.co.uk

SUMMONS TO MEETING OF SILSDEN TOWN COUNCIL’S FINANCE AND PLANNING COMMITTEES IN THE COUNCIL CHAMBER, SILSDEN TOWN HALL ON THURSDAY THE 16TH JUNE 2005 AT 7.00PM (FINANCE) & 7.30PM (PLANNING).

FINANCE

AGENDA

1. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE.
2. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST IN ITEMS ON THE AGENDA.
3. MINUTES OF THE LAST MEETING [CIRCULATED WITH MAIN MINS]
4. MATTERS ARISING FROM 3.
5. PAYMENTS AS PER BUDGET SHEET to be distributed at the meeting
6. OTHER FINANCE MATTERS RECEIVED: Letter from Silsden Methodist playgroup looking for part funding towards the £968 costs of boxing in the Victorian pipes for safety reasons.
   To decide on interview date for applicants for deputy clerk’s job.
   Civic society letter bench res. + letter from KVS to read out. + Yrcc conference
7. PUBLIC ADJOURNMENT.
8. ANY OTHER MATTERS - An opportunity to share information.
9. CONFIRM DATE OF NEXT MEETING

PLANNING

1. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE.
2. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST IN ITEMS ON THE AGENDA. Listed below. The list will also be on public display for 3 clear days prior to the meeting.
3. MINUTES OF THE LAST MEETING [CIRCULATED WITH MAIN MINS]
4. MATTERS ARISING FROM 3.
5. PLANNING APPLICATIONS
   05/03543/ful  18 The Mallards conservatory
   05/03499/ful  1-5 Bolton Rd Internal alteration and conversion flats
   05/03454/ful  2 Windgate conservatory
   01/02655/ful  Ecology Building Soc Amendments to meeting room
   Two extra plans to be dealt with due to time constraints
   05/03802/ful  17 Bradley Ave conservatory 05/03786/adv Toyota Howden road flag staffs and banners
   List of grants and refusals from BMDC to be read out.
6. OTHER PLANNING MATTERS AND UDP: Letter from croft builders who will remove the fence from out lands. Clrs to try and ascertain whether the new hedge is on the boundary line and if any further action to be taken. 5 Tunnicliffe planning brief to be reviewed in light of materials used in the extension[03/04929/ful]. Reply to be noted re Moorcroft’s trading.
7. PUBLIC ADJOURNMENT.
8. ANY OTHER MATTERS - An opportunity to share information.
9. CONFIRM DATE OF NEXT MEETING

Lesley Corcoran
Silsden Town Clerk